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Abstract

This paper investigates moments of presence that are realised when photographing ‘the poetics of empty space’ and argues that awareness of these poetical spaces/places can lead to ‘entropia’, a term I conceptualise as the combining of utopia (the longing for paradise) and entropy (the loss of energy from a system), present in the language of the collective gaze of some contemporary Australian photographers. Their gaze seems to be directed towards the naming, longing for, and solidification of, a ‘poetic space’, a formal construction of space that immobilises Barthes ‘punctum’ through awareness, possibly in order to deny the fluidity and fragmentation of space present in the ephemeral images of a media-rich informational society. Sections include an analysis of the work of photographers Minor White and Eugene Atget, analysis of images by Robert Mapplethorpe and Diane Arbus, the ‘voids’ of Daniel Libeskind’s Jewish Museum in Berlin: ‘a/voiding awareness’, ‘re-velatio’, ‘entropia and contemporary Australian photography’, and ‘spaces that matter’: how new technologies can offer an evolution in the way we conceive of space.
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Anonymous French photographs

Personal title: “The missing portraits of Roland Barthes mother”

“All time is all time. It does not change. It does not lend itself to warning or explanations. It simply is. Take it moment by moment and you will find that we are all, as I said before, bugs in amber.”

Kurt Vonnegut 1

“Allow me to direct your attention to your present experience, to how it is with you at this moment when (as far as possible) you drop memory and imagination and desire, and just take what’s given.”

John Harding 2

Paris, a few years ago

Rummaging through bric-a-brac at a flea market in the north of the city I chanced upon an old cardboard box full of musty letters which I had, at that time, no inclination to read. For no particular reason, I started searching through the letters. At one end of the box my eye fell upon a black and white photograph of an elderly woman wrapped in a shawl, seated in a cane chair with a clock on the mantle-piece behind her. The experience of her image captured me.
Excited by my discovery I searched through the remaining letters; and yes, at the other end of the box of letters was a second photograph of this anonymous woman, the clock on the mantelpiece behind indicating a passage of time, her hands now holding a pair of glasses, resting on a book with the French word ‘demain’, tomorrow, inscribed on it’s cover. These small, gem like photographs were like a ‘re-velatio’. It did not occur to me to read the letters within the box with the possibility of finding out more about this woman, for somehow I did not desire that her jouissance should be constituted through another language; or perhaps it was because I never even thought about this at the time, so excited was I by my discovery. I wonder what insights those letters could have provided into the spaces between the now and then, between the ticking of the clock and the expressions of the face, between the mortality of the body and the word ‘demain’, the physical, spatial separation of images by text. Would my re-velatio, the glance of my experience have turned to stone?

Would my awareness of signification, of memory, and imagination have been immobilised in the fixity of a prolonged gaze of desire?

A Revealing Awareness

According to Norbert Schneider in his book, The Art of the Portrait, “since early Christian times the curtain had been seen as a ‘velum’, whose function was either to veil what was behind it, or, by an act of ‘re-velatio’, or pulling aside of the curtain, to reveal it.” In my everyday experience of the photographs of the elderly woman a metaphoric veil had been pulled back on the ‘true nature’ of the sitter. This is not always the case with photographs as surfaces abound, are bound, by the awareness of the photographer.

Two dichotomous images can be proffered as examples. One is a photograph of Arnold Schwarzenegger taken by Robert Mapplethorpe in 1976 and the other, taken six years earlier by Diane Arbus, is titled, A naked man being a woman, N.Y.C., 1968.

In Mapplethorpe’s photograph Schwarzenegger is placed on bare floorboards with a heavy curtain tied back to reveal a white wall behind him. The photograph reveals nothing about his identity, his inner self or his state of mind save that he is a bodybuilder with a body surface made up of large muscles that has been posed for the camera; his facial expression and look are blank, much like the wall behind him. It is a barren landscape.

Compare this photograph with the photograph by Diane Arbus. Again a figure stands before parted curtains in a room. Here we see an androgynous figure of a man being a woman surrounded by the physical evidence of his/her existence. The body is not muscular but of a ‘natural’ type, one leg slightly bent in quite a feminine gesture, a hand on the hip. Behind the figure is a bed covered with a blanket. On the chair in front of the curtains and on the bed behind lies discarded clothing and the detritus of human existence. We can also see a suitcase behind the chair leg, an open beer or soft drink can on the floor, and what looks like an electrical heater behind the figure’s legs. We look at this persons’ place of living, of sleeping, the space where this person possibly has sex.
Framed by the open curtains the painted face with the plucked eyebrows stares back at us with a much more engaging openness, the body placed within the context of its lived surroundings, unlike the photograph of Schwarzenegger which has very little context. Much is revealed about the psycho-logical state of the owner, how he lives and what he likes to do. The black and white shading behind the curtains reveals a yin/yang dichotomy (in Eastern mythology yin/yang is both/and, being transformable and interpenetrating whilst in the West black/white is either/or not both, being exclusive and non-interactive), the opposite and the same of this personality far better than the blank white wall that stands behind Mapplethorpe’s portrait of Schwarzenegger. Arbus has made us aware of the paradoxical nature of his/her life by revealing something more than surfaces, something more than an act of repetition, a ‘performativity’, a photograph that is both text and texture, a textu(r)al response to the act of visuality that upsets a ritualised production of equilibrium. In this, revelatio can be linked to Barthes ‘punctum’ or prick of consciousness that takes us out of ourselves, that achieves Barthes’ ‘absolute subjectivity’ as we allow ourselves, “to say nothing, to shut [our] eyes, to allow the detail to rise of its own accord into affective consciousness.”

Here, the photographers trained eye is perhaps more of a hindrance than may at first be thought. The photographer may struggle with, “a sense of intense inevitability, insofar as this kind of image seems to be one that the photographer ‘could not not photograph’.” Awareness may become a double bind for the photographer. It may force the photographer to photograph because he can do nothing else, because he is aware of the presence of ‘punctum’ within a space, even an empty ‘poetic space’, but this awareness...
may then blind him, may ossify the condition of revealing through his directed gaze, unless he is very attentive and drops, as Harding says, “memory and imagination and desire, and just take what’s given.”

The object, as Baudrillard notes, “isolates itself and creates a sense of emptiness... and then it irradiates this emptiness,” but this irradiation of emptiness does require an awareness of it in order to stabilise the transgressive fluctuations of the ecstasy of photography (which are necessarily fluid), through the making of an image that, as Baudrillard notes, “may well retrieve and immobilise subjective and objective punctum from their ‘thunderous surroundings’.” Knowledge of awareness is a key to this immobilisation and image making. The philosopher Krishnamurti has interesting things to say about this process, and I think it is worth quoting him extensively here:

“Now with that same attention I’m going to see that when you flatter me, or insult me, there is no image, because I’m tremendously attentive... I listen because the mind wants to find out if it is creating an image out of every word, out of every contact. I’m tremendously awake, therefore I find in myself a person who is inattentive, asleep, dull, who makes images and gets hurt - not an intelligent man. Have you understood it at least verbally? Now apply it. Then you are sensitive to every occasion, it brings its own right action. And if anybody says something to you, you are tremendously attentive, not to any prejudices, but you are attentive to your conditioning. Therefore you have established a relationship with him, which is entirely different from his relationship with you. Because if he is prejudiced, you are not; if he is unaware, you are aware. Therefore you will never create an image about him. You see the difference?”

Now apply this attention to the awareness of the photographer. If he does not create images that are prejudice, could this not stop a photographer ‘not not’ photographing because he sees spaces with clarity, not as acts of performativity, spaces of ritualised production overlaid with memory, imagination, desire, and nostalgia?

Here an examination of the work of two photographers is instructive. The first, the early 20th century Parisian photographer Eugene Atget, brings to his empty street and parkscapes visions that elude the senses, visions that slip between dreaming and waking, between conscious and subconscious realms. These are not utopian spaces, not felicitous spaces that may be grasped and defined with the nostalgic fixity of spaces we love, but spaces of love that cannot be enclosed because Atget made no image of them.

I believe Atget moved his photographs onto a different spatio-temporal plane by not being aware of making images, aware-less-ness, dropping away the appendages of image making (technique, reality, artifice, reportage) by instinctively placing the camera where he wanted it, thus creating a unique artistic language. His images become a blend of the space of intimacy and world-space as he strains toward, “communion with the universe, in a word, space, the invisible space that man can live in nevertheless, and which surrounds him with countless presences.” These are not just ‘localised poetics’ nor a memento of the absent, but the pre-essence of an intimate world space reinscribed through the vision (the transgressive glance not the steadfast gaze) of the photographer. Atget is not just absent or present, here or there, but neither here nor there. His images reverberate (retentir), in Minkowski’s sense of the word, with an essence of life that...
flows onward in terms of time and space independent of their causality.18

The second photographer is a man who sought to be attentive to fundamental truths, the American photographer Minor White (active 1938-1976). After studying Zen Buddhism, Gurdjieff, and astrology, White strongly believed in the photographers’ connection to the subject he was photographing and the subject’s connection back via the camera to the photographer thus forming a circle.19 When, in meditation, he felt that this connection was open and that he was seeing the object for what it was and what it could be, he would expose the negative hopeful of a numinous moment of “revelation” of spirit in the subsequent photograph.20

Working with images which stood as ‘equivalents’ for other states of consciousness, of being-in-the-world, and with sequences of images using what he called ‘ice-fire’, the tensional spaces between images (which the Japanese call ‘ma’, the interval which gives substance to the whole), White lets his awareness of the image drop away. In re-volution his images open ‘poetic spaces’ that are not compositied or flattened, in which the alienation and opposition of inside and outside, of objectivity and subjectivity are seen to be disconnected. This produces a transgressive desire within and for these spaces, not objects (the photograph, the space, the language) of desire that have been (re)turned to stone.21
Entropia and Contemporary Australian Photography

In recent years there seems to have been an explosion of photo-artists in Australia whose work explores notions of the ‘poetics of empty space’; the photography of absence and the invisible, of the traces of things that tempt the imagination with their (in?)frequency.22 Emerging out of these artists’ work have been articles and exhibitions that showcase and critique such a movement. Different curators have focused on different facets of this frequency. Blair French, for example, curated the exhibition Perfect Strangers (Centre for Contemporary Photography, Melbourne, August 2000; Canberra Contemporary Art Space, February 2001). This exhibition sought to illuminate the way we present ourselves before the camera as ‘perfect strangers’ in daily encounters, encounters that confuse the boundaries between private figure and public space.23 French comments on the apparently meaningless scenes of boarded-up windows, dead-end alleys, abandoned shoes, shop windows, and empty stairwells that are presenced in the work of New York photographer Tim Maul and tenuously establishes a link to Atget’s Parisian street scenes.24 Further, curator and writer Daniel Palmer’s article for the April 2001 issue of Photofile titled “Between Place and Non-Place: The Poetics of Empty Space” was then followed by an exhibition of the same name which Palmer curated with Kate Rhodes at the Victorian College of the Arts Gallery in October 2001. This exhibition focused on interior spaces, “unoccupied or abandoned buildings, empty consumer venues and purely imagined vacant spaces.”26

More recently artists Jack Sweetman and James Cecil’s exhibition Location at the CCP in May 2002 explored the notion of the spaces of home and “the traces left behind by familiar routines,”27 while Paul Knight’s exhibition Krater crater in July 2002 at the same venue cast, “an analytical gaze over spaces, and their various traces of human action [presenting us] with a perspective not necessarily or solely spatial, but also emotional and existential,” exploring “the unconscious of spatial experience,” through an ability to “actualise a certain awareness involved in our aesthetic experiences.”28 In the physical actualisation of this ‘certain awareness’ I suggest that the ‘poetic’ work of these artists has a common thread - the notion of void(s) and their photographic representation: voided people, voided places, traces of memories and the history of things that might and could possibly have been. As Blair French notes, “Every image is both conjured by and creates its own absence.”29 My comments below attempt to offer a different perspective on the nature of this voided ‘poetic’ representation being equally applicable to both the portraiture of, say, Alan Kershaw’s Tourist Monument series of 1999, or the spatial portraiture of Sandy Nicholson’s Lift series, 1998/2000, as moments of presentation in photographic imaging.

Entropia is a term I have formulated to verbalise the spatial qualities present in the images of photo-based artists working within the void of the ‘poetics of empty space’ (this does not mean these spaces are empty!). The term combines utopia (the longing for paradise) and entropy (the loss of energy from a system), to analyse the visuality, the dialectic of the gaze of these artists.30 While I agree with Daniel Palmer that there can be a ‘poetics of empty space’, a resonance of the unconscious, it is in attempting to name this resonance that photographers may become too aware of its emotional disclosure.
They may have become trapped into an in-sight, a knowledge not just of the present experience of the ‘Thing Itself’,31 not just of a creation made “without thought.”32 I would argue that the language of their collective gaze seems to be directed towards the naming, longing for, and solidification of, a ‘poetic space’, a formal construction of space that immobilises ‘punctum’ through awareness,33 possibly in order to deny the fluidity and fragmentation of space present in the ephemeral images of a media-rich informational society. As Daniel Palmer notes,

“The broad evidence suggests that an acute awareness of place may be the result of its contemporary displacement by today’s ephemeral spaces of circulation, as well as by electronic real-time images...”34

Palmer also suggests that, “Perhaps this fascination with spatial memory traces (or their conspicuous absence) is the ‘real’ returning to haunt the mobile flows of informational capitalism?”35 But what if we invert this question. What if we were to suggest that it is the horizon square36 of the computer screen that is haunting our vision of the ‘real’?

As Vivian Sobchack observes,

“Our experience of spatial contiguity has also been radically altered by digital representation. Fragmented into discrete and contained units... space has lost much of its contextual function as the ground for the continuities of time, movement, and event. Space is now more often a “text” than a “context.”37

The empty, poetic spaces of these artists’ photographs may represent a transference of this digital dimensionality onto the text of their photographs, a taxonomic system that causes an (ir)reversibility of poetic presence: it is here (traced in our digital imagination?) and we must accept it as such for it has been seen. Again, could this be a visuality that has no context save for the need of it’s own awareness of that vision which then increases the ‘truth’ of the photograph as souvenir, as evidence, by means of the significance of its (non)narrative.38 Here we may cite Paul Virilio’s comments about the industrialisation of vision and the “the sharing of perception of the environment between the animate (the living subject) and the in-animate (the object, the seeing machine).”39 Or note Sherry Turkle’s comments on the inter-twining of technology and human in which the traditional distance between man and machine is becoming harder to maintain.40 As she observes,

“We have sought out the subjective computer. Computers don’t just do things for us, they do things to us, including to our ways of thinking about ourselves and other people ...”41 or, further, “Computers... lead us to construct things in new ways.”42

Although photographers have always used machines (camera, enlarger, printer) to mediate between themselves and the world the computer as a thing-to-look-with has forever changed our visuality and our topography as image makers.43 I suggest that there has been a re-sighting in the production of vision, causing a paradox in the imagery of these photographers. On the one hand they seek security in the ‘truth’ of the image44 in the fundamentalism of the sublime, homogenising gaze linked to the indexicality of
traces, mortality, mark(et)ing, of the not-so-emptiness of void(s) opposing the ephemeral-reality of simulation, fragmentation, and the surface representation of digital imagery; on the other hand there seems to be a transference of an ordering and quantisation of digital spatio-temporal dimensionality onto the surface of the analogue image. The photographer becomes a compositor and design overwhelmingly influences the composition of the picture plane, the act of creativity becoming more “the organisation of the conditions in which form can appear and be selected.”

Here is an assembling which arrests the ‘reverberation’ of the real, the glance of desire, reinscribing space/place with an artifice and a static existential significance beyond its narrative presence. Both these processes solidify the gaze of desire, fixing the ecstasy of the image in a utopian space/place. Could it be that in the fixity of their gaze are these photo-based artists caught in an act of ritualised production, one that denies the glimpsing other contexts, other ways of seeing in the spaces they wish to illuminate? Could there be a loss of energy from the system through the withdrawal of the subject into the ‘reality’ of the simulation through an all too conscious awareness of a utopian ‘poetics of emptiness’? If there is, how can we combat this entropia?

Anonymous photographer(s?) 1973
A/voiding Awareness

One of the most fascinating contemporary buildings that I have ever visited is the new Jewish Museum Berlin by the architect Daniel Libeskind. I was lucky enough to visit this building when it was completed but empty and it has left a strong impression; the magical spaces of light and dark that flow through the galleries, the angular floor of the basement, the sanctity, reverence, and stillness of the Holocaust tower infiltrated by light and sounds from outside, and the osmotic spaces of the ‘Voids’. The ‘Voids’ are an integral part of the building’s construction and are critical to its success. I believe that they allow the building to address the issue of the entropia of spatio-temporal environments. They are, physically,

“negative spaces arranged along an absolutely straight line through the entire convoluted structure. Only the first two and the last, the largest and smallest Voids can be physically entered; the two in between are inaccessible, though they can be looked into from the upper floors, through windows resembling gun slits.”47

Psychologically they are much more than this, the interlocking of inside and outside providing the key to the orientation of both viewer and structure, being ‘neither here nor there’, echoing the evidence of world space noted earlier in Atget’s photographs.

In his essay on the structure Bernhard Schneider observes that,

“In such a complex interior, orientation is a key factor. It is provided by the frequent views of the surrounding city, the old building, and especially the projecting sections of the new museum itself, which are often due to its zigzag shape. Yet here, too, the principle of non congruence between exterior and interior comes into play. Neither in the window or slit through which we gaze nor on the section of facade opposite do we find points of reference familiar from conventional buildings, by which we judge distances and dimensions, and see an obvious conformance between inside and out. Thus our perception of space and structure, and our own vantage point, is no longer a matter of course - it becomes a new experience.”48

The ‘Voids’ are critical to Libeskind’s understanding of the importance of spatio-temporal orientation in his building, as our perception of space and our awareness of positioning “is no longer a matter of course - it becomes a new experience.” This is one possible way that we could combat entropia: by a/voiding an all too common awareness of it. If we look to photography for examples of such an a/voidance, one that compliments Libeskind’s noncongruence, I would offer an obscure set of anonymous black and white photographs taken from an early American pornography magazine of October 1973.49 Illustrating articles on the cities of Philadelphia, Vancouver, and Los Angeles there are 87 black and white photographs in square and rectangular format, all reproduced approximately 5.5cm wide, which image the spaces of sexual contact, spaces of transgressive desire and forbidden impulses: bars, cruising grounds, beats, saunas, and sex clubs. It is apparent that the images were not taken by professional photographers,
Daniel Libeskind

*Jewish Museum Berlin (Memory Void)*

2001
professionals whose trained eyes judge the spaces set before them for the image makers seem unfettered by normal conventions, having no pretensions towards an awareness of the significance of the spaces they are photographing. Here the camera is placed in incongruous positions, the angles of pavements and facades at odds with the visualisation of space by the Australian photo-artists - think Caravaggio’s paintings with their huge fore-shortened elbows and buttocks confronting parishioners at eye level as they entered the church, disrupting the integrity of an insular image plane. The image becomes the site of intensive disruptions through exposure to abjection, leading to a unique way of seeing.

What is not intentionally privileged within the image plane is of the essence for these spaces are dynamic, they challenge symbolic codes of representation, they break apart Butler’s ‘performativity’ of ritualised production. Like the photographs of the anonymous woman, these images engage not because of their nostalgic appeal to the traces of narrative or human marking but because of their eidetic and visual vitality, mise-en-scene stirred by an elan vital, confound it!

**Spaces that Matter**

The creativity of new technologies such as multi-media and virtual environments may offer other ways in which still photography can elide the actions of entropia, through “possibilities of gradually mapping, invoking, revealing and recording ‘new modes of consciousness’,” which could help image makers destroy the pre-known language of signs with which photography speaks. As Herve Fischer observes,

> “Everything has changed with the digital revolution, including art. History has become evanescent, fading from sight. We cultivate histories and memories in order to reassure ourselves; we compile information in order to put our new technological powers into perspective... As artists, we face the possibility of mastering new aesthetics involving interactive technology and newly developing forms of multimedia.”

The video installations of Bill Viola are a good example of a multi-media artist imaging a personal spatio-temporal language, one in which an awareness of ego falls away leaving an “artistic practice [that] relies on craft, clarity, and a vision of the world that springs from beneath the surface of observable phenomena.” This is not a language that recites learnt ideas about space and time, but renews, as artists must, a new language in opposition to the thought of his age. Drawing his inspiration from Eastern and Western religions, “the physics of optics and the mechanisms of perception,” Viola’s video/installations such as *The Reflecting Pool* (1977-79) and *Passage* (1987) redefine the space/time continuum to in a way that is analogous the world space present in Atget’s photographs, the glimpsing (being not a doleful awareness of the static gaze) of a timeless spirituality that “touches the knowledge that resides within everyday experience.” As Viola observes, “It only takes an instant for an impression to become a vision.”
Anonymous photographer(s?) 1973

Anonymous photographer(s?) 1973
Bill Viola
The Reflecting Pool
1977-79
Video installation
© Bill Viola
Used for literary criticism under fair use, fair dealing
Shaun Gladwell

*Self-portrait Spinning (Louvre)*

2002

Digital print

© the artist

Used for literary criticism under fair use, fair dealing

One Australian multi-media exhibition that explored, “the poetics of space, time and technological mediation, with reference to new psychologies of perception and the artistic possibilities of distraction” was *Octopus 3: Still time* curated by Charlotte Day at Getrude St., contemporary art spaces in Melbourne in July 2002. As Day notes in her catalogue essay the artists “adapt effects upon perception - acceleration, compression, distortion, repetition, reflection, motion, scanning - to create discreet psychological spaces for contemplation...” to (in)form discontinuity which they see as an essential part of the contemporary human condition. Two of the most interesting and successful works in the exhibition were by artists Shaun Gladwell and Sarah Ryan. Gladwell’s work *Self Portrait Spinning (real time)* (2001-2002, above) shows looped digital video of the artist spinning on his skateboard in front of different Paris locations on four separate floor monitors. The images are mesmerising in their perspective as the video camera zooms in on the whirling dervish “ending in near obliteration as the figure eventually dissolves into pixels,” the blending of the gestural figure with the spatial distantiation of the background becoming a ground-less-ness. Ryan’s work *Garden* (2002) and *Never Stop* (2002) are an example of the successful transference of different ‘modes of consciousness’ created through the use of multi-media technologies onto the body of the still photographic image forming a fluid viewpoint of the ‘poetics of empty space’. Charlotte Day observes that Ryan,

> “Has developed a photographic technique that synthesises ten separate views to produce a stereo lenticular effect. The resulting photographs have a shimmering and flickering surface that provides a visual jolt as the image moves slightly in relation to the changing position of the viewer... Ryan’s images are purposely open-ended, utilising the unstable and elusive qualities of the lenticular process... Yet Ryan does not give too much away as the familiar is made strange through severe cropping and the assembly of images without clear narrative.”

Remembering, those wonderfully kitsch 1970’s 3-D postcards of flowers and religious figures that distorted our perceptions: the still image made strange, spaces of entropia combated through a re-velatio of shimmering desire, the visual as unstable as when we hold a book too close to our face, blurring the line between still and moving images.

Another example of a successful transference of different ‘modes of consciousness’ created through the use of multi-media technologies onto the body of the still photographic image was Daniel Crooks recent exhibition *Time Slice* at the CCP in June 2002. Triggering “a perceptual shift in our viewing of the space/time continuum,” Crooks “explores alternative visual perceptions of space/time by blurring the line between still
and moving images. Thin slices are extracted from a moving image stream and then spatially and temporally offset... a 4 pixel slice is taken from each frame [of video] and consecutively added to the image...”63 until finally the assembled space-time lapse image becomes a rhythmic, organic, multitarian photograph. At more than 3m high by 20cm wide the digital photographs Elevator 1.1 and 1.2 were two of the most interesting images in the exhibition. Created through the assembled time slices of figures entering and leaving a lift the images evince the suffused beauty of stained glass windows. The anamorphic resonance of the ribbon like creatures created by such assemblage disrupted the quantification of ‘shut space’,64 forming a nexus between fluid identity, time and space; the ossification of the utopian image was denied, and the images refused to comply to a loss of energy as “time was smeared across the page.”65

Daniel Crooks
_Time Slice_
2002
© the artist/Anna Schwartz Gallery
Used for literary criticism under fair use, fair dealing

New technologies _can_ offer an evolution in the way in which we conceive of space,66 sidestepping the usual quotations of spatial entropia for here is an architecture of ground-less-ness that evokes an atmosphere of aware-less-ness creating a ‘poetics of space’ far removed from the language of entropia. Tom Kovac comments on this spatial ground-less-ness in a recent issue of Architectural Design on _Poetics in Architecture:_

“The possibilities of a spatiality of ground-less-ness change our concentration from the specific to the very unspecific ... The release from inert rationalist geometries towards continuous topological space is a reterritorialisation and rematerialisation of the actual world. It impacts on our internal poetic understandings of space. Experiencing this new world promotes an evolution of the way in which we conceive of space. Stable, utopian and rational idealism gives way to malleable daydreaming, a world of liquid
transformations realised through the shifts between matter and substance and between real time and experienced, sensual time. In the intellectual pursuit of habitation, we shift from current poetic contexts to a porous spatial realm that responds to the change in cultural texture brought about by the new technology. An emerging desire for sensibilities outside the slipstream of convention...”67

In the context of this new porous spatial realm Kovac is proffering a ‘releasement toward things’,68 a coexistence between a conscious and unconscious way of perceiving which sustains the mystery of the object confusing the distinction between real time and sensual time, between inside and outside, input and output becoming neither here nor there. The mystery of the image is not to be found in its emasculation (in the sense of it’s deprivation of vigour) but by being attentive to the dropping a way of awareness, of memory, imagination, and the fixed gaze of desire through the glimpsing of a coexistence between a conscious and unconscious way of perceiving, a ‘releasement towards things’ which enables the seeing of the ‘Thing Itself’. I believe that this process could lead image makers to explore “the idea of the tantalising image, of things you half see, of flashes in your mind,”69 exploration that may reveal liminal moments,70 moments that destroy the predictions of entropia, that avoid the frequency of common intensities, instead illuminating spaces and languages where new cultural symbols and meanings can emerage: spaces that matter because they matter to us all.

Dr Marcus Bunyan

Melbourne October 2002
Endotes

6. "I would suggest that 'performativity' cannot be understood outside of a process of iterability, a regularized and constrained repetition of norms... This iterability implies that "performance" is not a singular "act" or event, but a ritualized production, a ritual reiterated under and through constraint, under and through the force of prohibition and taboo, with the threat of ostracism and even death controlling and compelling the shape of the production, but not, I will insist, determining it fully in advance."


8. Ibid., p. 55.
10. See Endnote 2. I believe that this form of attentiveness to present experience is not the same as Featherstone's fragmentation of time into affect-charged experiences of the presentness of the world in postmodern culture.

"Postmodern everyday culture is... a culture of stylistic diversity and heterogeneity (comprising different parts or qualities), of an overload of imagery and simulations which lead to a loss of the referent or sense of reality. The subsequent fragmentation of time into a series of presents through a lack of capacity to chain signs and images into narrative sequences leads to a schizophrenic emphasis on vivid, immediate, isolated, affect-charged experiences of the presentness of the world - of intensities."


15. Ibid., p. 203.


21. "The only defence against transgressive desire is to turn either oneself or the object of desire to stone."


22. Artists such as James Cecil, Max Creasy, Justina Gardiner, Bill Henson, Annie Hogan, Alin Huma, Alex Kershaw, Paul Knight, Naomi Kumar, Cathy Laudenbach, Sandy Nicholson, Selina Ou, Kenneth Pleban, Tara Shield, Jack Sweetman, and Celeste Treloar for example.


24. "Or furthermore, there's something of Atget's Parisian streets in these images, as if we have here details from the edges and corners or from beneath the imperfect resolution of these old prints, a close inspection for traces of bodies erased from the boulevards."


29. French op. cit.,

30. "The gaze, the look, the visual field are all conceived, to a greater or lesser extent, as
being inscribed within a semiotic nexus of signs, language, and socialisation."


31. "Recording unfelt facts by acquired rule, results in sterile inventory. To see the Thing Itself is essential: the quintessence revealed without the direct fog of impressionism, - the casual noting of a superficial phase, or transitory mood... So in photography, - the first fresh emotion, feeling for the thing, is captured complete and for all time at the very moment it is seen and felt."


33. Perhaps the spectacle of these images is one of ultimate alienation, the image (re)turned back to the photographer as commodity, as stilled distraction, a second-hand experience of the second hand of reality. Entropia could represent a fixing of the punctum of Lefebvre's 'unalienated production', of poesis. See **Shields**, Rob. *Lefebvre, Love and Struggle*. London: Routledge, 1999, pp. 99-100.

34. **Palmer** and **Rhodes** op. cit.,

35. **Palmer** op. cit., p. 51.
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